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 S T U D I O  I N D I G O

Whether on land or sea, Studio 

Indigo ensures that each of its 

projects is as unique as it is 

sophisticated. Think luxurious yet understated materials with an imaginative 

twist, like a recent Kensington project that maintained a traditional facade 

but was richly detailed inside with bold hues and lacquered walls. This 

innovative style has earned the company a loyal international clientele. 

”Our philosophy is centred around the beauty found in the intricacies  

of hand-crafted designs,” says founder and creative director Mike Fisher,  

who established Studio Indigo in 2005. “We strive for a harmonious  

balance between the outside and the inside, seamlessly blending elements  

of the past with the present to create timeless spaces that tell a unique 

story. Ongoing projects include a 45-metre Sanlorenzo explorer, a 36-metre 

and 34-metre by Moonen and a 

60-metre Amels Limited Edition. 

studioindigo.co.uk

 LU X U R Y  P R O J E C T S

With roots in designing superyachts, Luxury Projects’ 

remit now spans villas, hotels, spas, private jets and 

executive offices. Current work includes high-end 

residential projects including a London mansion, a 

penthouse in Monaco and a private residence in 

Uzbekistan. PhD engineer Laura Pomponi founded  

the company in 2008, after having been the first 

female project manager in the Italian yachting 

industry. “Each project should reflect a different 

taste,” says Pomponi. “It’s all about a crossover of 

styles and respecting the diversity.”

Luxury Projects is known for its attention to detail 

and personal approach, guiding clients from the initial 

concept and first sketch to finishing touches and 

artwork. But its focus goes beyond that; sustainability 

is at the forefront of the studio’s work, as its 

considered eco-conscious approach to each design is 

becoming more important than ever. luxury-projects.it

 W I N C H  D E S I G N

One of the leading studios in the world, 

Winch Design has an expansive portfolio 

that spans everything from superyachts 

and private jets to homes and luxury cars. 

Founded in 1986 by Andrew Winch, 

the firm now has a team of 150 and a 

reputation for crafting exceptional living 

spaces that blend functionality with 

aesthetics. It showcases a preference 

that matches its residential projects, 

with a warmer aesthetic, using light 

woods, stones and materials that result 

in clean and fresh spaces. “We take pride 

in having no one-size-fits-all approach,” 

says Winch. “We are dedicated to finding 

solutions to unprecedented challenges, 

be it on a breathtaking superyacht or a 

pared-back, contemporary sailing yacht.” 

Winch Design is currently working on 

16 yacht projects. winchdesign.com

Inside jobs
Whether you’re buying a home or refitting your 

yacht, these interior designers are experts in 
residential and marine spaces, says Busola Evans
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Sustainability is at the forefront of 
Luxury Projects’ designs, which include 
the 60m Amels 200 Moonstone (right)

Left: a Studio 
Indigo mood board 
for 70m Feadship 
Joy. Below: the 
salon on board 
Moonen 110

Winch Design was 
responsible for the 

main salon and 
staircase (below) on 
60m Come Together 


